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A generalized definition of quantum stochastic (QS) integrals and differentials is 
given in the free of adaptiveness and dimensionality form in terms of Malliavin 
derivative on a projective Fock space, and their uniform continuity with respect to 
the inductive limite convergence is proved. A new form of QS calculus based on an 
inductive k-algebraic structure in an indelinite space is developed and a nonadap- 
tive generalization of the QS Ito formula for its representation in Fock space is 
derived.’ The problem of solution of general QS evolution equations in a Hilbert 
space is solved in terms of the constructed operator representation of chronological 
products, defined in the indefinite space, and the isometry and *-homomorphism 
property respectively for operators and maps of these solutions, corresponding 
to the peseudounitary and *-homomorphism property of the QS integrable 
generators, is proved. {:I 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The noncommutative generalization of Ito stochastic calculus developed 
in Cl-63 gives an adequate instrument of studying of the behaviour of open 
quantum dynamical systems in a singular coupling with Bose stochastic 
fields. The quantum stochastic (QS) calculus enables us to solve the old 
problem of the stochastic description of continuous collapse of the quan- 
tum system under a continuous observation by using the stochastic theory 
of quantum nondemolition measurements and filtering theory [7-93. This 
gives the examples of the stochastic nonunitary, nonstationary, and even 
nonadapted evolution equations in Hilbert space, the solution of which 
requires one to define the chronologically ordered stochastic exponents of 
operators and maps in an appropriate way. 
* On leave of absence from M.I.E.M., B. Vusovski Street 3/12, Moscow 109028, USSR. 
’ Nofe added in proof: Note that “t” should be changed to “b” throughout the paper. 
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Here we solve this general problem in the framework of a new QS 
calculus in Fock space, on the basis of the explicit definition of the QS 
integrals free of the adaptiveness restriction in a uniform inductive 
topology, given in [lo]. We derive the general (nonadapted) Ito formula 
as a differential of the Wick formula for the normal ordered products, 
represented in an inductive *-algebra with respect to an indefinite metric 
structure. The QS generalization of Ito formula for adapted processes was 
obtained by Hudson and Parthasarathy in [ 11, where the unitary QS 
evolution was constructed for the case of time and field independent QS 
generators L. They used the QS integral for an adapted operator-valued 
function D, as the limit of Ito integral sums in the weak operator topology, 
defined as in the classical case due to commutativity of forward QS 
differentials &t(t) = /i(t + dt) - n(t) with D,. In this approach the QS 
evolution for nonstationary generating operators of QS differential 
equations was obtained for some finite dimensional cases by Holevo [ 111. 
Another definition of QS integrals, based on the Berezin-Bargman 
calculus in terms of kernels of operators in Fock space, was proposed by 
Maassen [3]. One can show that the Maassen kernel calculus corresponds 
to the particular cases of our QS calculus, which is given directly in terms 
of the Fock representation of integrated operators, instead of kernels [3, 
41. Using this new calculus we also construct the explicit solution of the 
nonstationary, non-Markovian, even nonadapted QS Langevian equations 
for a QS differentiable stochastic process in the sense of [12, 131 over a 
unital *-algebra d C_ a(X) as the Fock representation of an recursively 
defined operator-valued process in a pseudo Hilbert space with noninner 
QS-integrable generators. Such QS evolution in a Markovian stationary 
case was constructed recently by Evans and Hudson [14] and in a non- 
stationary case by Lindsay and Parthasarathy [15]. We shall obtain the 
existence and uniqueness of Evans-Hudson flow in the free dimensional 
Markovian case by estimating the explicit solution in the introduced induc- 
tive uniform topology under the natural integrability conditions of time 
dependent structural coefficients. 
1. NONADAPTED QS INTEGRALS AND DIFFERENTIALS 
Let 9 be a Hilbert space with probability vectors h E #, (Ih(( = 1, of a 
quantum dynamical object, described at any instant t E R + by the algebra 
6?(Z) of all linear bounded operators L in 2 with Hermitian involution 
L + L* and identity operator I. Let X be a Bore1 space with a positive 
measure dx, say X= R + x Rd, and let {8’(x), x E X} be a family of complex 
Euclidean dense subspaces b(x) of a Hilbert space X, describing the quan- 
tum field (noise) at a point x E X of a dimensionality dim X < co, and 
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K(x) 2 X be their duals, identified with the completion of X respectively 
to norms Ijkll-(x)< (k 1 k)“*- I(kl(,. We denote by dcL’(X)@X the 
Hilbert integral j” 8(x) dx of the field state spaces 8(x), that is, the space 
of all square integrable vector-functions k: x H k(x) E b(x), 
llkll*=j IW(xN*dx< ~0, IlNx)ll =sw{I(k’Ik)l Ilk’IIL(x)Ik’~~~ 
and by r(8) E 9 s r(L*(X) 0 X) the Fock space of symmetrical tensor- 
functions k(x,, . . . . x,), n = 0, 1, . . . . with values in 8(x,)@ ... @8(x,). Let 
us assume the absolute continuity dx = A(t, dx) dt with respect to a 
measurable map t: X + R + , say t(x)=t, A(t,dx)=dx for x=(t,x)e 
R + x Rd, such that 
I d f(t(x)) dx =jox f(t) i(t> A)dt 
for any integrable A E X and essentially bounded functionf: R + -+ C. Then 
one can represent he Fock space r(8) as the Hilbert integral l$ a@(x) dx 
of the functions k: x H k(X)E&@‘(X), &T@(x) = @rc, c?‘(x) over the set 9” 
of all finite chains xn = (x,, . . . . x,), under the order t(x,) < ... < t(x,), 
identified with the indexed subsets {x,, . . . . x,) c X of cardinality 
I~I=n<cc and dX=n,y,,dx. 
This can be done as in the case X= R + , t(x) = x by the isometry 
f -$j,. IlWx,)ll’dx,= 5 j-. j- IV+, I.., x,)J12dx, . ..dx., 
n=O n=O ,,c ... <I, 
where the integrals on the right hand side are taken over all x = ix,, . . . . x,} 
with ordered ti= t(xi) due to 
1 cz 
i-! 0 ... 0 s s 
x f( t, , . . . . t,) dt, , . . . . dt, 
= jam dt, j : dt, ... j,:_, dt,f(t,, t,  . .> t,)
for the symmetrical functions f(t,, . . t,) = fxn ilk(x)ll’ ny=, A(ti, dxi). 
We shall denote by t(x) the chains (subsets) {t(x) I XEX}; 4 ES? denotes 
the empty chain x0 = 4 with dx,, = 1, 1, E 9 denotes the vacuum function: 
1 ,(x) = 0, if x # 4; 1 Jd) = 1 and x r = x denotes the single point chain (x} 
with dx, = dx. 
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Let us denote by 5’(t) = j,F ~%Y@(x) & for all 5 > 0 the Hilbert scale of 
Fock spaces S(5) G F(i), 5 3 [, defined by the scalar products 
where lV4x)lle = II4 (~1 for t < L k~~‘Y?(x) =O,,, e(x), IW(x) = 
ljk\l(x), 5 > 1, by C!?(t) = 2 @F(t) the Hilbert tensor products, and by 
9 + = %( r + ), C!Y =Y( 1 ), % = ?3( 5 _ ) the Hilbert subspaces 3 + E ?J c 8- for 
some 5 + 3 1 2 5 _ . Let us note that any linear operator L E S?(X) can be 
considered a (5 +, 4 _ )-continuous (bounded) operator B: Y + + % of the 
form B = L@ 7, where 7 means the identity operator I= 12 Z@(x) dx E Z@ 
in B = F( l), Z@‘(x) = BrEX Z(x), considered the identical map P(<‘) + 
S(t _ ). Following [9, lo] we define the QS integral Al(D) = Jb Aj;(dx, 0:) 
for a table D = (of)t:O;;o of functions {D;(x), XEX} with values in 
continuous operators 
D;(x): 9+ @d(x) 4% @&(x), zl;(x):3+ -+%, (l.la) 
Do,(x): 3+ + Bm O&(x), O,(x):~++O(x)--,~~, (l.lb) 
as the sum n’(D) =&,, n2(X’, 0:) of the operators nL(d, D): a~‘+?- 
n;(d, D)a, acting as 
MM mm) = c N(x) 4x)l(x\x) (1.2a) 
(1.2b) 
CA” 64, D, bl(x) = j- C&T b) 4x)1(x) dx (1.2c) 
A 
In’(dJPlbd=i, C~,(xbl(x)dx. (1.2d) 
Here d=(x~XIt(x)<t}=X’, ~nX’=x’, x\x=(x’Ex]x’#x}, and 
b(x) = jg a(x u 1) dx, x u x = {x, x I x$x} is the point (Malliavin 
[ 16, 171) derivative, evaluated in the Fock representation as [ri(x)](x) = 
u(x LJ x) almost everywhere, i.e., for t(x) 6 t(x). The operator functions (1.2) 
were defined in [l] as the limits of the QS Ito integral sums with respect 
to the gauge, creation, annihilation, and time processes respectively for the 
bounded adapted operator valued functions D(x) = A(x) @ I,,, where 
t = r(x), T,,=zE . . is the identity operator m 4, = zr, j” -f@‘(x) dx, 
X,, = {x EX I t(x) >, r}. As it follows from Theorem 1 in [9, 10) the 
operators (1.2) are densely defined in Y as ([+, iI )-continuous operators 
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S(c’) -+%([-) for any [’ >t+, [_ <t- even for the nonadapted and 
unbounded D, satisfying local QS-integrability conditions 
for all PER, and some <-, t’>O, where 
llDll,$ =sup{ lIDall (5-)/llall (r’)}. 
Let us now define the multiple QS integral 
for the operator-valued function B(u) on the table n = (v;)~:o,;’ of four 
subsets ut E X with values 
: wl+K3~“(“,m~~(“:) 
(1.4) 
as the operators in 9 with the action 
Here u” = x n (0: u v”, ) = x\u~\u~ is the difference of a subset XC X 
and the partition vi u u”, of the union 0: u v”, E x, 08 n u”, = 4, 
SC-^‘= (XE%” I XCC’}, and the multipoint derivative &i(v) = J” a(~ u u) dx E 
3+ @a@(v) is defined for almost all ~~55, xnv=q3 as h(~, v)=a(~uv) 
by a vector-function a E $9 +. We shall say that the function B is locally QS 
integrable (in a uniform inductive limit), if for any t E R + there exists a pair 
(q*,yl,) of triples q*=(u-,v’,q+), yl.=(qP,qo,q+) of numbers q@>O, 
v,>O, for which IIBII::(t)< co, where 
> 
w 
x WWl;;)‘d~0, do, (1.6) 
(sup is taken as essential supremum over 0: E T”). As it follows from the 
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next theorem, the function B(u) in QS integral (1.5) can be defined up to 
the equivalence having the kernel B aOo llB[lz: (t)=O for all q,, q*, and 
t. In particular, one can define it only for the tables u = (or), which are 
partitions I= u of of the chains x E 3, i.e., for u = u,, x x, where x means 
one from the four single point (elementary) tables 
THEOREM 1. If B is a locally QS-integrable function (1.4), then : 
(i) The multiple integral (1.5) is a (t’, t- ) continuous operator 
U’: 3(5 ’ ) + 9(4 ~ ) for 5 + 2 C, nP, 5 I ’ 3 I,, n; ’ , having the estimate 
ll~$,,,(Wll CL 16 IIBII~: llall (5+), VaE%(r+). 
(ii) The ,formally conjugated in 9 operator is defined as QS integral 
“fi, ,,W* = “$,,,(B*), B*(u) = B(u*)*, 
v”, v+ 




which is the continuous operator 3( l/t ~ ) + 93( l/t + ) with 
lI~f?,,,,(B*)II~~~~ = lI~~,,,(B)II:; =~v{ll~‘alI (t-Mall (t’)). 
(iii) The QS process U’= A$,,,(B) has a QS differential dU’= 
d/i’(D) in the sense 
A:,,,(B) = B(Q) + A’(D), W(x) = A R,,(X)) mm 
with (<+, 4 _ )-continuous QS derivatives D = (Dtf), densely defined as in 
(1.5) by B(x, U) = B(xu U) for almost all u= (or), where x=(x!) is one 
from the elementary tables xg, p # + , v # - with xf = x, and vlf E 3”“). 
(iv) Let B(u) be defined for any partition x = u 0’: E X as the solution 
B(u) = La(u) 0 B(4) of the recurrency B(uu x) = L(x) 0 B(u), 0’: E X^ICx) 
with B(4) = To @ 1, i.e., 
&x,u)=(L(x)&)*B(u), B(4)= T”@i (1.8) 
with a table L = (L~)~~o;;o of operator-valued functions L:(x) = L(xt), 
L;(x): x 0 8(x) -+ ST 0 &(x), L;(x):2+-,, 
Lo,(x): 2 + 2 0 &(x), L,(x): 2 0 a(x) + 2, 
(1.9) 
LDB=(L@T)*B, and 
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where Z@(x) = BxtX Z(x), Z(x) is the identity operator 6(x) -+ g-(x). 
(B(x) l B(u) in (1.8) means the usualproduct of operators in 3, iSdim 37’ = 1.) 
Then the process U’ = A;,,,(B) satisfies the QS differential equation 
dU’ = dA’(L 0 U’) in the sense 
U’= UO+n’(LQ U’), (L 0 u): (x) = (35(x:)@ 1) lP). (1.10) 
Proof Using the property ~CUa,=,,f(~~,~O,~+)d~=~~~f(~.-,~o,u+) 
l-l,, du,> we obtain from definition (1.5) for a, c E 92 + 
1 (c(u)1 Cu’al(u)> du=Jx,du; ST,% jf,d@+ cx,dd’ 
x (~(u~uuO,)~B(u)h(u, uu;)) 
x (B(u)* C(u$-wo,))~~(u, uu;)) 
= s ([U’*cl(u)la(o)> 4 
that is U’* acts as A$,,,(B*) in (1.5) with B*(u)= B(u*)*. Moreover 
this equation gives II/1 g,,,( B) (I i/C = I/ A $,,,( B*) 11 l/c as 11 U II i/c = 
sup I<cl Ua>llll4 (t) II4 (0 = SUP I<~*cla>llllcll (0 II4 (t)= IIU*llj’r. 
Let us estimate the integral (c ( U’a), using the Schwarz inequality 
I INo)ll (VI’) Il4u)ll (v+ )(~o/vr”)‘““’ do 
= Il~ll K’> VI,‘) Pill trl+> 1O) 
and the following isometricity property of multiple point derivative a H ri: 
IId try VI = (Jl 
112 
$“‘t’“’ lia(u u G)II* du da 
> 
= llall (5 + rl). 
This gives 
lIB(u)ll’- 1140, u u:)II (v+ 1 v+ 




one can obtain 
x mxo, 2 u) ci(“, l-l “00) + B(xE, u) ci(xu “0 u “,“)](“” ) 
= I x, dxCo;(xb + o,(x) 4x)1(x) 
+ c C@!+(x)a +mx) 4x)lW). 
.XEX’ 
Hence 
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for UE~, be%@&(x). This can be written in terms of (1.5) as 
E(x) = A$,,(X ,(@xE)). Due to the inequality IIU’II i; d 11 BIl z: (t), 
~‘>CU]‘, CI’>X?,:’ one obtains IlO+ll~;,‘~<~~B~~~: (t): 
=I I dx X’ plr) llB~( x u o)ll;: [t(x)] du 
= I g, IlB,(xN;: (f)4- IIB,WII;: (t) 
= IIBII;: (?I- IIBJM;: ([I, 
where BT(x, ~)=B(x) l+(u;), x = (‘$ ,,i+). In the same way we obtain 
jx,~llWx)ll~~)2dx~ jx,(il~o(x)ll~: [t(x)])‘dx 
W(IIBIl;: (t))‘, 
and 
e=wxEXI Il%Xx)ll$ d essupxeXl Il@(~)ll:: [t(x)] 
d &%o IIBII 1: (t). 
This proves the QS-integrability (1.3) of the derivatives D:(x) with respect 
to the (t+, tP ) norms. 
If B(u) satisfies the recurrency (1.8), then &x;) = L:(x) 0 B, and 
D:(x) = L!(x) 0 U’(J) due to the property A $,,,(L 0 B) = L 0,4’&,(B) 
for L 0 B= (Lo 1). B, following immediately from the definition (1.5). 
Hence U’=A$,,, (B) = U” + A’(D) with iJo = To@? and B(u), defined for 
the partitions x = u ot of the chains x E % as La(u) 0 To, where 
La(u) = L(x,,)*== L(x,) for u = UT=, x,, satisfies Eq. (1.10). 
COROLLARY 1. Let B(u)= L(u)@? bedefinedby theQS-integrableoperator- 
valuedfunction L( ‘$ $): JPoa~(o,)oa@(u~) -m+Pyu~)@b~(uo,) 
with llLll~,‘$ = 1lBll:: < co for q+,q:l > 1. Then the QS integral 
n;,,,(B)= u’ df e mes an adapted (r +, 5 _ )-continuous process U’ for 
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5+3q- +q”+ 1, 5-l>  ,q~‘+q;‘+ 1 in the sense U’(a’@c)=b’Ocfor 
all u’E’~‘((+), CE@~, with b’~??“(l_), where 
Y(()=XQO’((), F’(t) = ?*” t’“‘&?(x) djl, 
9’ 
!z-‘= {XES 1 t(x)c [O, t)}, &<(X) = &Y(x), d-(x). 
It has the adapted QS derivatives D:(x) = At(x) Q lCrC.Y,, where f ,, is the 
identity operator in 9CtC.Y, with At(x), defined in grC1). If U’ is an adapted 
QS process with 11 UII :,+A’ < a, then dA’(B 0 U) = d/i’(B) U’ in the 
sense A’(B 0 U)a = jh d/l”(B) U ‘a, where BO U=B=(U@l) and the left 
hand side is defined as the limit of the Ito integral sums A’(B 0 U) = 
1% + r: C:=, [,4ff+1(B)-,4’(B)] Urf, tO=O, t,,+, = t in the uniform (5, <-) 
topology. 
Indeed, the QS integral ( 1.5) for B = L 0 1 and a = a’ 0 c with a’ E B’, 
c E FL1 can be written as 
The norm /IL 0 ? I/ i: for q +, q 1’ 2 1 does not depend on 9 +, q I ‘, hence 
Il~~,,,(LO~)lI~T d ll~ll:“~;> if 5’3C@‘, S:‘>Cq;’ with q+ =l =v]-. 
of 
The derivatives 0’: are adapted as multiple QS integrals LI~,,~,,,(B(x;)) 
B(x)= i(x)@ 1. If U”, s< t, is a simple adapted function 
us=~;=, uil c~~,~,+,)(s) with to=% t,+ I = 1, l~,,,+)b)= 1 for SE [It, t+), 
otherwise 1 rt,t+ )(s) = 0, then 
A’(B 0 U)a = i (Arc+’ - A’j)(B 0 U,)a 
i=O 
= igo [A’“‘(B) - A”(B)]b,, 
where bi= U,a, if U is a constant adapted process on [r, s): 
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2. A NONADAPTED QS CALCULUS AND ITO FORMULA 
Now we consider the operators U = i(T) acting in 9 = 3 @ 9 as the 
multiple QS integrals (1.5) with B= TO I,, and t = co according to the 
formula 
(2.1) 
Here 1, is the vacuum projector 9 4 @ 1, such that the sum in (1.5) is 
taken over all partitions of the chain x ELF’, and the operator-valued 
function T(x) is in one to one correspondence, 
with the operator-valued function L(u), defining the kernel representation 
[2-4) of I(T) as the QS integral U=A$,,,(L@f). 
Using the arguments in Section 1, one can prove that the operator t(T) 
is (r+, <-)-continuous, if T is ([‘, <,)-bounded for c’ =([-, co) and 
[. = (co, [ + ), satisfying the inequalities i ~ + i” d C +, [; I + i + ’ d 5 I ‘, 
because 
In this case hence the formally conjugated operator 
U* = I( T*), T*(X) = T(x*)*, 
exists as the (< +, 5 ~ )-continuous operator 3(5 + ) -+ S(c ~ ) with 
I/ u* II :; = II U/I :;:: > if 5+3i;‘+i+l, 51’>1- +[“. 
As we prove now, the map I is the representation in Y of a unital 
*-algebra of operator-valued functions 
satisfying the relative boundedness condition 
II TII (5) = esswx II TWll { :‘,,. v v }- n 6?W) (2.3) 
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Here i(x) = flxEy i(x), with respect to a triangular matrix-function 
s(x) = [c:(x)], p, v= -, 0, +; it =0 for p> v under the order 
- < 0 < + , c 1 (x) = 1 = [z(x) with positive LP-integrable functions 
(<t)gZO;;’ for corresponding p = 1, 2, co, 
Ili;ll,~~~ llio II2 < cc, IK”,ll,< a> IICII a < a, 
where 11~11, = C.f i”(x) dx) ‘jP. In this case the operator U = r(T) is [-bounded, 
as it follows from the next theorem, for [ > ij[,“jj = essupxEX @x) in the 
sense of (5 +, 4 ~ )-continuity of U for all 5 _ > 0, 5 + k [ . t ~ . This is due to 
the estimate 
d exp (i T(X) + (G(x)’ + <0+(x)*)/2&) dx (2.4) 
for [P,[;la~~O, and i°C;‘>ll[~l/~, giving l(r)=O, if T(x)=0 for 
almost all x. Hence the operator (2.1) is defined even if T(x) is described 
for aimost all x = (xt), in particular, only for the partitions x = u xc of the 
chains x E 9. 
THEOREM 2. (i) If the operator-valued function T(x) satisfies the 
condition (2.3), then the conjugated operators U = z( T), U* = z(T*) are 
c-bounded in 9 for any [> ii, and the operator U*U is defined in $9 as 
c2-bounded operator 
z(S* T) = t(S) z(T), S=T* 




~~UV,, > v,uvo, 
(2.5) 
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This induces a unital k-algebraic structure on the inductive space 42 
of all relatively bounded functions T with IIT*jl (5) = (I TII (r”) and 
l/T** TII (5) 6 CIITII K)l*, if 5’: 3 K*i)tf3 where C*(x) = d(x)* g and 
(G*L)(x) = C,*(x) c(x) are defined by the usual product of the matrices 
(2.6) 
(ii) If the multiple QS integral U’= A&,(B) is defined by B(u)= 
t(L(u)) with 
then AE1)O~=toN$,,), i.e., U’=t(T’), where 
T’(X) =c L(Y x\u) = NE, , (L)(x) (2.7) 
UiX’ 
with IIT’ll (L)<c, ifi~(x)b5t(x)+~“~(~)for t(x)< t, and it(x)2 tt(x)for 
t(x) 2 t. 
(iii) The QS derivatives D:(x) = A &x,,(~(x~)) for the process 
U’ = z( T’) have the natural difference form D = G - U, described by the 
representations of T’(x, x)= T’(~ux) with x=x:, p< +, v>- at 
t L t(x) 
u;(x) = z( W’(xg), G; = z( ?+“(xf)), (2.8) 
where Tsl(x)=N$,,,(LNx)f oranyt>s,t<t(x),VxEX,=UXtntt’(s, oo), 
and x: denotes an elementary table u = (II;) with v; = C$ except vt = x. 
(iv) The QS differential dU* = dA(D*) is defined by the derivative 
D*=G*-U*, and 
d(U*U)=dA(U*D+D*U+D*D)=dA(G*G-U*U), (2.9) 
where the QS derivative G*G - U*U of the QS process (U*U)‘ = U’*U’ is 
described in terms of the usual products (U*U)(x) = U*(x) U(x) and the 
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pseudo-Hermitian conjugation U*(x) = (I@ g(x)) U(x)* (I@ g(x)) of the 
triangular matrices 
U, G,, G, 
G= 0 G; GO, , [ 1 0 0 u 
with U(x) = U”“‘, g(x)= [gtf(x)], g: = 1 =gz, gi(x)=Z(x), otherwise 
glf=o. 
Proof: Let us first obtain an estimate for the representation U = r(T) of 
a relatively bounded operator-valued function T in the sense (2.3). Due to 
the inequalities (2.4) one obtains 
lI~ll~~~~~~~Ili~II,+~lli~/I~+ llC”,ll~)P~) IITII Kh 
if 
(+>E+[O, clbi;l+E, ioL? 2 111~112,. 
Hence for any t’r L’ > ll[$ ‘, there exists an E > 0 such that this inequality 
holds, namely, 
where the upper bound ~(5 +, 4 ~ ) corresponds to the solution E > 0 of the 
equation 1’5;’ = lI[ill’, with lo=<+-s>O, [;‘=5:‘-~>0. Hence the 
operator U is i-bounded for any [ > C$ and also U* is i-bounded due to 
ts*xi = r: = (i)Z. 
Now we show that the product formula (2.3) is valid for 
T(x) = XOf@(x), where XEST(YP), and f@(x) = BPS” f:(x:) with 
f:(x) = oXE, f!(x) defined by the operator-valued elements (f;);:;;” of 
the matrix-function 
1 f,- f; 
f(x)= 0 fi f", (XL [ 1 f;(x):x+m, f;(x):C+C 00 1 f",(x):C+X, f,-(x):X+C 
with 
llf; II 1 < co, llfJlz< 00, llf”,ll*-7 Ilf3L -==c 00.
5xo;102,‘2-12 
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Let us find the action (2.1) of the operator U= l(X@ f@) on the product 
vector a = h @ k@, h E Z, k(x) E X, where k@(x) = @ Rex k(x): 
In the same way, acting on the product vector Xh 0 (f”, +fgk)@ by 
U* = z(X* Of*@) with 
f*(x): =f:(x)*, f*(x), =f+(x)*, 
f*(x)O, = f,- (x)*, f*(x), =“f”, (x)*, 
one obtains [U*Ua](x)=X*XhO(f&* +fi*(f”, +fik))@ (x) 
x exp 
(s 
[f:(x)* +.f”, *(xKfO,(x) +fkXx) 4x1) 
+f;(x) +ft(x) 4x11 dx 
I 
= X*Xh 0 ((f*f)O, + (f*f)z k)@ (x) exp 
x 
1s 
((f*f) y (x) + (f*f), k(x)) dx , 
I 
where the operator-valued functions 
(f^f)X (x) =“f:w* fiiKX)Y 
(f”f)o, (x) =f;(x)* +fW* f”,(x), 
v*f), (x)=&f”,(x)* f:(x) +fcT(x) 
(f”f); (x)=fT(x)*+fO+(x)*fO+(x)+f+(x) 
are defined as matrix elements of the product (f*f)(x)=f(x)* f(x) of 
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triangular matrices f* and f. Hence on the linear span of the product 
vectors a = h @ k@ we have for T = Xg f @ the *-multiplicative property 
I(T)* t(T) = t(X*X@ (f*f)@) = z( T* l T), 
where the product (T*- T)(X) is defined as (2.5) due to (f”f)@ =f@‘*-f”: 
x f@ x0 bo ( ~~ 
X+\P, 
&-lu, /I+ uu: > 
As the operator-valued functions X@f@(X) are relatively bounded 
IlX@f@(x)ll (i)= I/X/I with respect to [t(x)= lIft(x and their linear 
span is dense in inductive space %, the product formula can be obtained 
as a limit for any T E 49, and 
x T 
1~ ( 
x0 \uo X+\P, 
xi\00 0, u/lo, Ill 
4llw(T)~P($+~~~~ ;I$) 
0 +’ + 
x5@ 
xo\u, XT\PT 
x:\uo 0, uuo, > 
= CIITII WI’ &‘I@ (xh 
which means /I T* l TII (L*r) d [II TII (Q]‘. Due to the proven continuity of 
the linear map 1 on 49 into the *-algebra of relatively bounded operators on 
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the projective limit n,,, 3(5), the +-multiplicative property of 1 can be 
extended on the whole *-algebra 3X with the unity I(x)=Z@l@‘(x); l(x) 
is the identity matrix, having the representation l(1) = i. 
Now let us find the representation U’ of the multiple quantum integral 
(2.7) having the values z 0 NE,,,(L) in “u f or relatively bounded operator- 
valued functions L(u, x) due to 
where 
for 
w= n A(~), ax)= n 5tx). 
.r c ” r?sy 
From the definitions (2.1) of U’= z(T’) we obtain the QS integral (1.5), 
xh(ouu-,&q;)d~; dx, do- do,, 
where u_ = x\(uu o+), ri(u, xi) = a(ou xz). Hence ~(7”) = A’&,(B) with 
that is B(u) = r(L(u)). In particular, if U’= U”+ A’(D) with U”= t(T’) 
and D(x) = l(C(x)), then U’ = I( To + N’(C)), i.e., 10 N’ = /1’0 1, where 
WC)(X) = c C(x, X\X)> ctx!f, x) = wx, xl xcf 
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In the. case U’=A$,,)( B with B= r(L) the QS derivatives DE(x)= ) 
A@ Co,,c,,,(B(x~)) = z(Cfl(x)) are defined by 
WX? x) = ~~,,(.Y,, (i(x;) = F)‘(x$ x) - wyx;, x), 
where 
x is one of the four elementary tables xz, and 
F’(X, x) = 1 L(u, x u x)\u) = T”.“‘(X u x), 
“GX’I”’ 
wqx, x) = c L(u, x u x)\u) = T”“‘(X u x) 
“CX’I~)UX 
+ 1 L(uu x, x\u) 
“EX’(‘i 
= j’r(x)(x, x) + am,,,.,&) 
due to 
TS’(x) = 1 L(u, x\u) = TS+(x), 
“Cy.\l 
where 
f’= (XEX I t(x)<s}, s, =min{t(x)>s 1 xex}. 
Hence the derivatives D:(x), XE X’, defining U’- U” = AZ,,,(D) are 
represented as the differences 
Dt’(x) = z[ W”(Xtf)] - z[ F’(x:‘)] 
of the operators (2.8) where i-“(x, x) = T’(xu x) = ?‘(x, x) for any 
t:s<t<s+ =min{t(x)>s (xEx). 
Let us consider F’(x) as elements T!(x) = p(xt) of the triangular 
operator-valued matrix-function T’(x) with Tt =0 for p 1 v, and 
T:(x) = T’ = Tz (x) independent of x E A’, defining the triangular matrices 
U = [U;] and G = [Gz] as U(x) = z(T”“‘(x)) and G(x) = z(T’(“)l(x)), 
where T”] = T’ for a t E (s, s + 1. This helps to generalize the QS Ito formula 
[ 11 for nonadapted processes as 
lJ’*U’- U”*Uo = i/‘(U*D + D*U + D*D), 
because 
Ur*Ur=~(7”*. T’), (T** TMx I.J x:) = (T*(x)-T(x))‘: (xl, 
as it follows directly from formula (2.5) in terms of the usual product of 
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triangular matrices T* and T, defined by the multiplication l of the matrix 
elements T:(x) and *-multiplicative property 
r(T*(x)*T(x)) = z(T(x))* r(T(x)). 
Applying this for t = t(x) and t = t+(x) = min(te t(x) 1 t > t(x)} to the 
representation 
of the QS derivative of the process U’*U’, we finally obtain the formula 
d( U’*U’) = d/l’[z(T”)* z(T”) - z(T’)* r(T’)], 
giving the multiplication table (2.9) in terms of the triangular matrices (2.8) 
withG(x)=U”“‘=G~(x), UP(~)=U”X)=U~(~),andD~(x)=G~(x)- 
W(x). 
COROLLARY 2. The QS process U’= I( T’) is adapted, iff T’(x) = 
T(~‘)@l(~~,)for almost all x=(x:), where x’=x~X’, x~~=xc-IX~,, and 
l(x)=Z(xz) for x:=4, p#v, otherwise 1(x)=0. The Q,S Ito formula for 
adapted processes U’ can be written in the form 
d(U*U)=dA(G*G-U*U@l)=U*dU+dU*U+dU*dU, (2.10) 
where dU* dU = dA(D*D) is defined by the usual product of the triangular 
matrices D = [Dt], D* = (10 g) D*(i@ g) with 0: = 0, f,u = + or v = - . 
Indeed, if T’(X) = T(x’)O l(xcr), then 
CWa’@c)l(x)= C 11 T(Xr)a(X~uXo)Oc(Xlr)dXo dx+, 0 xoux: =x’ 
for any a’E%‘, cEF[,, where the integral should be taken over 
~0, xi E X’, otherwise T’(x) = 0. Hence U’(a’@ c) = b’O c for a b’E 3’. In 
this case 
?-“x’(~;, x) = T”“‘(x u xf) = T(xfCX))@ l;(x)@ l&J, 
where l:(x) =O, if ,LL# v, 1 I = 1 = 11, l:(x)= Z(x). This gives U;(x) = 
I( ~f’X’(xt)) = U’@ 1 E(x), and 
dA(G*G - U*U@ 1) 
=dA((U*@l)D+D*(U@l)+D*D 
= U* d/i(D) + dA(D*)U+ d/l(D*D) 
=U*dU+dU*U+dU*dU 
as it follows from Corollary 1 for the adaptive U’. 
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3. A NONADAPTED QS EVOLUTION AND CHRONOLOGICAL PRODUCTS 
The proved *-homomorphism and continuity properties of the represen- 
tation 1 of the unital inductive k-algebra %! of all operator-valued functions 
T(x) of xf: E X, (CL, v) E ( -, O> x (0, + ), relatively bounded with respect to 
some 5 = [[t(x)], into the *-algebra 98 of all relatively bounded operators 
on the projective limit 9 + = n, ,0 9(t) enables us to construct a QS 
functional calculus. 
Namely, if T=f(Q,, . . . . Q,) is an analytical function of Qi E @ as a limit 
in % of polynomials T,, with some ordering of noncommuting Q, , . . . . Q, in 
the sense I( T, - TII (5) + 0 for a 5, then U = z(T) is the ordered function 
f(X, , . . . . X,) of Xi = l(Qi) as a limit on te + of the corresponding 
polynomials U, = r( T,,), that is, 11 U, - U/I :; + 0 for any tP > 0 and 
4’ > 5- lli~ll’,. The function U* =f*(x:, . . . . X,*) with the transposed 
ordering as U* =l(T*) for T*=f*(Q:, . . . . Qr) is also defined as 
(<+, t-)-limit due to IIT:- T*ll ([*)+O and ([*)i=[z. 
The differential form of this calcuius is given by the noncommutative and 
nonadapted generalization of the QS Ito formula 
dX= d/i(A) -d!(X) = d/l(f(X + A) -f(X)) (3.1) 
defined for any analytical function U’ =f(,V) of I(Q’) as QS differential of 
t( T’) for T’=f(Q’) with 
u:(x) =f(x): (x), Gff(x) =f(X + A)/: (XL 
where f(Z)(x) =f(Z(x)) is the triangular matrix which is the function of 
the matrix Z(x), representing Q”“)(x) and Q’(X)1(~) correspondingly as 
X(x) = z(Q”“‘(x)) and X(x) + A(x), A;(x) = r(Q”““(x~) - Q”“‘(xt)). For 
the ordered functions U’=f(X:, . . . . X:,) this can be written in terms of Xi 
with dX, = d/i(Ai) and 2, = Xi + Ai as 
dU= d/i(f(Z,, . . . . Z,) -f(X,, . . . . X,)). (3.2) 
In particular, if all the triangular matrices {Xi, Z,} are commutative, then 
one can obtain the exponential function U’ = exp{ X’) for X= C X, as the 
solution of the QS differential equation 
dU=d/l[(exp{A} -f)U], (3.3) 
with A =x Ai and the initial condition U” = f Now we study the problem 
of the solution of the general QS evolution equation 
dU=d/i[(S-f)U] ==d/l(BU), (3.4) 
defined by a matrix-function B(x) = [B:(x)] with noncommutative 
operator-values 
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B;(x): 9 0 c?(x) + 9 @ be (x), By(x):3+9, 
BO,(x):~+~&b_(x), B,(x): Y @ c?(x) -+ 9, 
and B:(x) = 0, if p = + or v = -. In the adapted case this equation can be 
written according to Corollary 1 as dU = d/l(B) U, which shows that its 
solution with U” = 1 should be defined in some sense as a chronologically 
ordered exponent U’ = eCo ,) (B). In particular, if B:(x) =i@It(x), where 
1= [f t] is a triangular QSIintegrable matrix-function with 1; = 0, if p = + 
or v= -, Ii(x): &(x)+&-(x), 1/1$1: < co; IKE&, l;(x)~d*(x), 
11111 i < co; 111; IIi < co, then U’ is defined as I@ e(l’), where e(f’) = r(fE,,,) is 
the representation (2.1) of f&,(X) = BXEX f’(x) with f’(x) = l(x) + I’(x), 
l’(x) =l(x) if t(x) < t and I’(x) =O, if t(x) > t, i.e., e&l) is the second 
quantization e(Z’) of I’. 
THEOREM 3. (i) The QS evolution equation (3.4) written in the integral 
form U’= U” + A’(BU) with U” = I( To), B(x) = z(L(x)), is the representation 
z of the recurrences 
T’+(x) = CFt,x,* W(X), XEX=UX:, (3.5) 
defined for any partition x = (xt) of a chain x E 3, with t E (t-(x), t(x)], 
tP(x)=max t(~‘(~)) and t, E(z(x), l+(x)], t+(x)=min t(~,(,)) by 
F,(,)(X u xt) = exx, xl +4x u x:) = J-:(x, xl, 
where xt is one of the four single point tables u = (0;) with v: =x. 
(ii) The recurrency (3.5) with the initial condition T’(X) = T’(X) for 
all t < min t(x) has the unique solution 
T’(X) = [F’c~,,)- ToI( ~[o,,)=*;<,<,~,? (3.6) 
where F,(x) = I(x), if s 4 u xt = x, defined for every chain x = 
(x , , ..., X ,,, ,... )E%, t~(t,,-~, r,] as product •,~~X,F,(X)=F,,_,=**F,l of 
Ff,, lt = t(xi) < lj + 1 and To in chronological order. 
(iii) The solution U’= I( T’) of (3.4) is isometric U*U = i (unitary: 
U* = UP ‘) up to a t > 0, if U” is isometric (unitary) and the triangular 
matrix-function S(x) = B(x) + i‘(x) = z(F(x)) ispseudoisometric S*(x) S(x) = 
f(x) = i@ l(x) (pseudounitary S*(x) = S(x)-‘) for almost all x E X’, that is 
s;(x)* s;(x) = Z(x), s;(x)*+so+(x)*so+(x)+s~(x)=o 
S;(x)* + s;(x)* So,(x) = 0, so,(x)* s;(x) + S,(x) = 0 
(3.7) 
(and S:(x) is unitary S:(x)* = Sz(~)~‘for almost all XE X’). 
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Proof: We are looking for the solution of Eq. (3.4) as the representation 
U=r(T) of some T(x). If B(x)= r(L(x)), then B(x) U(x)= r(L(x)T(x)) 
and A’(BU) = r(N’(LT) due to the property A 0 i = ION, proved in 
Theorem 2, and the multiplicative property z(LT) = BU, where U(X) = 
i(T(x)), T(x) denotes the triangular matrix [T:(x)], Tz = 0, if p > v, with 
T:(x)= T’(‘)= T:(x) and T;(x)= f”-“(xf) for p# +, v# -. This 
makes it possible to consider Eq. (3.4) in integral form as the representa- 
tion U’ = I( To + N’(LT)) of the equation 
T’(X) = To(x) + WLTNx), 
corresponding to U” = r( To), where 
/1= --,o f(C)<1 
N’(C)(x) = c 1 CL(x) %)I’: (x\xt) 
\’ = 0, + .XEX’: 
depends on T”(u) with s = t(x) < t for x E u x; 2 u 0:. This defines T’(x) 
for any partition x = (xt) of a chain x = (x,, . . . . xn) E % as the solution 
T’(X) = T,(x), m = Ix’], of the recurrency 
Tm(x)=To(x)+ $ L-(F,,-OT,-,I(X)= C.F~,T,+II(X)~ 
k=l 
where Tkp, = T” for t, = t(x& and the product LT for TE(x, x) = 
T”“‘(x u xtf) is written as [L(x) T(x)]: (x\xE) = [(F,,., - I) T”“‘](x) for 
x E 1’: in terms of F,,,,(x u xt) = J’;(x, x) for F = L + I. So, if the solution 
of (3.4) exists as U’= z(T’), then it is uniqually defined by (3.6). 
Let us suppose that (S%)(x) = iNI for almost all x with t(x) < t, 
which is the representation z(F*F) = S*S of (F:,,F,,,,)(x u x) = 
I(x)@ l(x) for corresponding F(x), t(x) < t. By the recurrency 
Tmt=F,mTm-I we obtain (TtT,)(x) =Z(x) for all t, < t from the initial 
condition (T,* T,)(x) = I(x). Hence, (T!*T’)(x) = Z(x) for almost all tables 
x = (xz), namely those which are partitions of the chains x. This gives 
U’*U’ = I for U’ = I( T’). In the same way one can obtain the condition 
U’U’* = i from (SS*)(x) = f@ l(x) for almost all x with t(x) < t. Writing 
the condition S*S = i@ 1 in terms of matrix elements, we obtain (3.7): 
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The unitary solution of Eq. (3.4) under conditions (3.7) in terms of 
B = S - f was obtained in [ 1 ] in the framework of the Ito (adapted) QS 
calculus for the stationary Markovian case B(t) = L@ 1, for the non- 
stationary finite dimensional Markovian case B(t) = L(t) @ 1 in [ 111; and 
for the non-Markovian adapted case B(,t) = L’ @ 1 [, in [7]. 
COROLLARY 3. Let U”= To@?, T’E~(%), and S(x) = F(x)@1 be 
defined by the operators Ff: = LE, p < v, Fz = Li + I, acting as 
F;(x): J? @ a(x) + A? 0 d .(x), F,:A?+-*, 
F”+(x): 2 --+X@&(x), Fg (x): J? @G?(X) + X 
with 
llF:ll:’ < ~0, IIF: II :” < 00, IIF,- II :” < a, IIF+ II I” < 03. (3.8) 
Then the solution U’= l( T’) of the evolution equation (3.4) is d&ned as 
i-bounded operator for [ > )I FE11 z’ b y the adapted chronological product 
TW = Fco,,,(x)* To, satisfying the recurrency 
T’+(xI-Ix)=F(x)*T’(x), F(x:) = F:(x), (3.9) 
where t-(x) < t < t(x) < t, 6 t+(x), t-(x) = max{t < t(x) I t e t(x)), 
t+(x)=min(t>t(x) / tet(X)f, and l means the semitensor product, defined 
in Theorem 1. 
The QS process U’ = I( T’) is adapted, can be represented as a mulriple 
QS integral (1.5) U’=A$,,,(La*To@~) with semitensor chronological 
products L”(U) = l ,‘,, L(x) of L(x) = F(x) -I(x), and has the estimate 
IlU’llfr G lIToIl exp {~‘W;(x)ll + W~(x)l12+ IIL!+(x)l12)/2~~ dx] (3.10) 
0 
for 5 ‘/< _ > essupxe X, /I F:(x)/1 and sufficiently small E > 0. 
Indeed, if S = F@ 1 and F satisfies the local integrability conditions 
(3X), then 
/I= -.o 
I/* ;&‘Wll d f-j IIF(x)ll = n i’(x;L 
XE x’ v-o,+ 
where i’(xt)= fl:(:g’ IIF!Xx)ll. Hence, T’(X) =F~o,l~(~r)O l(xc,) is 
relatively bounded 11 T’ll (<‘) < II To/I with respect to c’(x) = 
(IIWx)ll KZ,r”> x E X’, and r’(x) = 0, x E A’,,. Due to (2.4) and Theorem 2 
this gives the [-boundness of the operator U’= I( T’) with respect to 
(>llFill$) and the estimate (3.10) for 5’>5- l/F~ll~), E<E(<+,~~~) in 
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terms of the norms (3.9) for FK = Lf + I@ 1 t. Taking into account that 
~~N$,)=/i&ol and 
we obtain the QS integral representation ,4 E,tI(L<l l To@ 1) of the Wick 
chronological product l(T’). This process is adapted and has the QS 
derivative 
D(x) = A &JL(x) l L -‘. To @ f ) = L(x) 0 U’(*‘, 
where (LoU)f=(Lf@?)-U, B~(x)*U=B~(U@Z(x)), B:*U=BTU. 
Hence the multiple integral U’= Ag,,,(La 0 7) satisfies the QS equation 
(1.10) with U’=jas the case dU=d/i(L&)U of (3.4). 
Finally let us define the solution of the unitary evolution equation (1.10) 
with L=e ‘“- I, H* = H, U” = 1 as the representation (2.1) of 
chronologically ordered products T’(X) = l .FE;;,F’(x) = F@(x’)@ l(xct) for 
F(x) = exp{ -iH(x)}, 
F”(~)=F(x,)~~~F(x,) for x= ij xi. 
i= 1 
Here F’(x) = Z(x) = Z@ l(x), if r(x) 3 f, F’(xr) = F:(x), if t < t(x), x = (xt) 
is a partition x = Utzo;;” xt of a chain x = (x,, . . . . x,) E% ordered by 
t(x,.- ,) < t(x,) with x, E I:, corresponding to the single point table 
x, = (x;)::~,-;’ with xg = xi, and F(x)* T(u) is the semitensor product, 
which is the usual product F(x) T(u), if dim d = 1. As it follows from 
Theorem 3, the solution U’ = z(FCo,,, ) is unitary, if the triangular matrix- 
function F(x) = exp{ - iH(x)} is pseudounitary, that is, the Hamiltonian 
matrix-function H = [ Htf ] is pseudo-Hermitian H “(x) = H(x) for almost 
all x E X: 
p* = HO 
0 01 
Ho* = H- + 0 3 H,*=H” +’ Hy*=H- + 
(Ht = 0 for p = + , or v = - ). One can easily find the powers H” of the tri- 
angular matrix H: Ho = I, H’ = H, H* is defined by the table 
’ n = 1, 2, . ..) 
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and F=C,“=,(-iH)“/n! as the triangular matrix Ft = 0, p > v, 
F-=l=F=, - 
F;+‘Hi, 
FT = Hi [(eetHt- Zi + iHt)/HiHt] HO, - iH; 
FO, = [(ecfHt - Z;)/H;] HO,, 
F; = H,[(e .iH:-Z;)/H;]. 
Representing the conjugated operators Horn, HI in the form 
H, = F*Hi + iE*, HO, = HZF- iE, where E(x) are uniquely defined by 
HiE = 0, one can obtain the following canonical decomposition of the 
table (~5:) of the generating operators L;(x) = F;(x) -I@ l;(x) of the 
unitary QS evolution U’: 
(2 g=(F$: “$g+(“d ‘“*E3+(i -t”), 
H= HP -FH’F* + 0 
Li=exp{ -iHz} -I:. 
Each of these three tables L,, I = 1,2,3, corresponds to a pseudounitary 
triangular matrix F, = I -t- L,, satisfying the condition n,‘=, F, = I + 
Cl=, L, = F due to the orthogonality of L,. The first one can be 
diagonalized by the pseudounitary transformation Ft L, F, = (:; i). This 
defines the QS unitary evolution as the composition of three canonical 
types: 
(i) the Poissonian type evolution, given by the diagonal matrix- 
function F(x), corresponding to H; = 0 for all (,u, v) # 0, for which 
u’= Q’p,,,,) = F&,,,)> F:(x) = exp{ - iHi(x 
that is, Cl’= s” U’(x) dx, where U’(x) = F~(x,)‘*oo Fi(x,)’ for any chain 
x = (x1, . . . . x,) E X, where FE(x)’ = FE(x), if t(x) < I, otherwise F:(x)’ = 
IO 18(x,, 
(ii) the quantum Brownian evolution, corresponding to 
Hi=O= H; with iH”, = E= iHg*, and 
(iii) Lebesque type evolution, corresponding to H{ = 0 for all 
(,u, v) # (-, + ) for which 
U’ = I(F~~,~,) = 10 J‘ J, t-i)‘“’ h H;(x)& x E x 
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where f?,,, H(x) = H(x,) H(x, ) is the usual chronological product of 
operators H;(x) in 2 defined for any chain x = (xi, . . . . x,) by 
t(x,- i) < t(x,). The sufficient conditions for the existence of the operators 
U’ as the representations I of chronological products of the elements F:(x) 
of exp( -iH(x)} are the local QS integrabilities 11 Hill & < co, 
IIffO,ll:= IIH, II:< 00, (lH; 11: < co. These conditions define the QS 
integral C nf(X’, Ht) = A’(H) as a (iJ +, 5 _ )-continuous operator for 
any <+>l><- and the QS time ordered exponential [14] 
U’ = ‘exp( - iA’( as U’ = e[,,,,(L) E I(F~~,~,) even if H(x) is not pseudo- 
Hermitian. 
4. NON-MARKOVIAN QS PROCESSES AND LANGEVIAN EQUATIONS 
Let d ~5?(%) be a unital *-algebra of operators A Ed, acting 
on a Hilbert space Z”, and jr: d + B(g) be a family of unital 
*-homomorphisms, representating d on 3 = 2 @F as a QS process in 
the sense [12, 131 
j’(A*A) =j’(A)* j’(A), j’(Z) = i. 
We assume that each process A’= j’(A) has a QS differential 
G(A) = d/l(d(A)) in the sense 
jr(A)=jo(A)+C/lZ(X’,a~(A)), (4.1) 
where d = (at)t~~-;” is a family of linear maps a;(x): d -g(g), 
depending on x E X in such a way that the table-function D(x) = 8(x, A) is 
QS-integrable for every A E&‘. The QS derivative d of the process j was 
introduced by Hudson [ 143 in the Markovian case C? = jo 1, corresponding 
to the assumption a:(x, d) G jrCx)(d) for all 11, v, and x. Using the 
adapted QS Ito formula he obtained the cohomology conditions for the 
maps 2;: d + &, which are necessary in the constant case L(x) = 1 for the 
homomorphism property of j’. These conditions can be written simply as 
a unital *-homomorphism property for cp = h + j, j(A) = A @ 1, 
cp(x, A *A ) = dx, A 1’ cp(x, ‘4 h cp(x, I) = i 
in terms of the linear maps q(x): A -+ [qt(x, A)] into the triangular block- 
matrices A = [A:] = q(A). In the scalar case Q(x) = C, 
cpff(A) = E$A 1, p < v; cpf(A)=If(A)SA, p=v; 
(p::o=o, p>vv, 
is defined as the sum of the map 3, = [%:I into the triangular matrices: 
if(A)=0 if p= + or v= - and the diagonal map j= [jt], jt(A)=O, 
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p # v, j:(A) = A, if /J = v. As an example one can consider the spatial 
+-homomorphism cp(x, A) = F*(x)(A @ l(x)) F(x), where F(x) = [F;(x)] 
is a pseudounitary triangular matrix F;(x) = 0, p > v, with F: = I= FI . 
We prove as the consequence of Theorem 4 that the pseudo- 
homomorphism property of a locally QS-integrable function cp = {p(x)} is 
also sufficient for the uniqueness and homomorphism property (4.1) of the 
solution j’ of the QS Langevian equation (4.2) with a given initial 
*-homomorphism j” in the nonstationary and non-Markovian, and even 
in the nonadapted, case. 
Before doing this let us describe a decomposable operator representation 
JXZ = J” d(x) dx of the unital *-algebra & of relatively bounded d-valued 
operator-functions T(x) in the pseudo-Hilbert space Y = Y? @ 9. Here 9 
is the pseudo-Fock space defined in [S, lo] as the usual Fock space over 
the space X = L’(X) @L*(X-+ X) 0 L”(X) of the LP-integrable vector- 
function k(x) = [k”(x) 1 p= -, 0, + ] with the pseudoscalar product 
(k/k)= (k- Ik+)+ IlkoIl*+ (k+ IF)= (klgk), 
k- E L’(X), k+ E t”(X), k” E L*(X) 0 X. In the general case the space * 
consists of all QS-integrable 
N 1 
112 
essup llk(x-, x0, x’)ll* dx” df < cc 
x+ 
tensor-functions k(X-, x0, x’) E X”lxOl of three chains xP E I%^, 
p = - , 0, +, with the pseudoscalar product (k 1 k) = (k I g’@k), 
(klk)=~~~(k(~-.~“.~+)Ik(~+,~o~i!~))dil~- ho&+. (4.2) 
Taking into account that n xP = # almost everywhere for the continuous 
measure dx on 9?, and that for any a E SF Q 9, 
(ala)={ C (a(x--,x”,xf)la(x+,xo,xC)>dx~(ala), 
LJXg=X 
one can consider the space ‘3 as the pseudo-Hilbert space integral 
l” Y(x)dx of th e tensor-functions a(x) 6 X@ X@(x) = 3(x), X = 
C@X@C with values in direct sums a(x) = @UrP=x a(x-, x0, x’) over 
all the partitions x = x- u x0 u x + of x E 3. The operator-valued functions 
T(x) of x = (xt) are unequally defined by decomposable operator 
T=J”T(x)dx in S acting as 
iTal( 1 OCralCx~,x’,x+)=T(x)a(x), 
UX”=X 
CTal(x-> x0, X’)’ :;g:. TG 2) 
xa(xT,xoUx~,x+uxO,ux=) (4.3) 
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duetoUX”=UXYforX~=UY~~(~,XY=UI1~YXI:.Itiseasytocheckthat 
the pseudoconjugated operator T* = j” T(X)* dx with respect to the 
pseudoscalar product (4.2) is also decomposable, T*(X) =T(x)*, and is 
defined as in (4.3), by T*(X), and the product (T*T)(x) =T*(x) T(X) 
corresponds to the product (2.5). Moreover, the Fock representation (2.1) 
of the operator *-algebra j” d(x) dx can be described as a spatial 
transformation z(T) = J*TJ, where J is a pseudoisometric operator 
(J4Ja)= l/42, with J*: (J*a 1 a) = (a I Ju), acting as 
CJalK, x0> ?I+) = 1,(x -- 1 4X0)? CJ*al(x) = !” 4xpl x2 4) 4 
(1, means the vacuum function l,(x) = 0, if x # 4, l,(b) = 1). One can 
prove directly the property 
J*T*JJ*TJ= J*T*TJ 
corresponding to the multiplicative property of 1. 
Let U’ = J*T’J be the solution of the QS evolution equation (3.4) with 
S = J*FJ, where J = I@ l(x), 1: = 0, if p # v, 1: = 1 = 11, l:(x) = Z(x) is 
the identity operator in 8(x), and let r’: ~2 + &, v’: B -+ B be the corre- 
sponding transformations $A) = T*AT, v(B) = U*BU of the algebras of 
relatively bounded operators respectively in 9 and 9. Then one can obtain, 
denoting E = JJ* : 
J*(r’(A))J= J*T’*AT’J= J*T’*EAET’J= v’(J*AJ). 
Hence the QS process zr = v* 0 z over the +-algebra d is the composition 
I’= 207’ of the representation i and r’=j@ t’(x) dx, where t(x, A) = 
T(X)* AT(x) is defined due to (3.6) as chronological compositions 
~co,& A) = F:(X) -.Fr*,(x) AF,,(x) . ..F.,(x) 
= cG,4,cx,(xHw~ 
of the maps $,(,,(x u x) = $(x, 2) and ~‘(1, A) = T’(x)* AT’(x) as 
t(x) = ~“(~)~4qo,tj(~), where $(A) =J@ 4(x, A(i)) dx = F*AF, A E ~2 = 
f” f” c&(x u x) dx dx. Moreover, if a B-valued process B’ = I(A’) has a QS 
differential dB = d/i(D), then the transformed process & = v’(B’) satisfies 
the QS equation 
&= ho + A’(b(G) - fb), G=B+D, (4.4) 
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where B(x) = U*(x) B(x) U(x) = u(x, B(x)), B(x) = J*A’@)(x)J, a(G) = 
S*GS as it follows directly from (3.4) and the main formula (2.9): 
d( U*BU) = d/l(U*S*(B + D)SU - U*BU). 
In the particular case D = 0 this gives the QS Langevian (nonadapted) 
equation for the QS process 1’: J& -+ 8, written in the differential form as 
d’(A) = dk(r+A) - r(A)) = d/l’(r 3 n(A)), (4.5) 
where A(x) =I@ A( xux)dpd(x), &&)=I$(&& t(x, A)=u(x, J”AJ), 
and (I 0 $)(A) = u 0 a(J*AJ) due to 
J*$(A)J = J*F*AFJ = J*F*EAEFJ = o(J”AJ). 
The restriction of Eq. (4.5) on the +-subalgebra r;4 @ I@ E &, 
l@(x)= OEj: l(x) gives the (non-Markovian) Langevian equation (4.2) 
for j’=l’oj, j(A)=A@l@ with the QS derivative d = I 0 10 j, j(x, A) = 
A@l(x)@l” over &c.@(X). 
Let us find the solution of the general Langevian QS equation (4.5) with 
nonspatial map cp. It is given by the following theorem, which is an analog 
of Theorem 3 for the maps h, $, t instead of the corresponding operators 
L, F, T. 
THEOREM 4. (i) The QS equation (4.5), written as I’ = to + A’ o 6 for all 
AE~ with 
6:(x, A) = z;(x, l(x, A)), z’(A) = J*t’(A).I, 
is defined by linear decomposable maps k(x): d(x) -+ d(x) with 
A~(x, A) = 0, if p = + or v = - and Y’: S& + & as the representation 
C(A) = J*z’(A)J, Z(X, A(X)) = J*P)(x, A(x))J 
of the recurrences 
z’+(x) = eY) o $,(X)(X)> XEXEZ-, (4.6) 
t E (t-(x), t(x)], t, E (t(x), t+(x)], where t+ = t,,, for a chain 
x = (x 1, ..., x,, . ..). x =x,, t, = t(x,), and 
Q,~,,(x u x, A) = k(x, x, A) + A = 40, x, A), AE~(xux). 
(ii) The recurrency (4.6) with initial condition z’(x)=z’(x) for all 
t E [0, t 1] has the unique solution 
z’(X)=tO(X)“~Co,r,(X), Q[o,,)=%-<s<,es~ (4.7) 
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defined for every x = (x,, . . . . x,, . . . ), t E (t,,- 1, t,], by the chronological 
composition &Q’(“) = h, o . . . 0 4hmmi of Q,&) = 4(x, x\x) for 
XEX’ = (x E x ) t(x) < t}; Cp,(x) = i(x) is the identity map d(x) + d(x), if 
s 4 t(x). 
(iii) The solution {I”} of (4.5) is Hermitian: P(A*) = P(A)* up to a 
t > 0, if 2’ and $(x) are pseudo-Hermitian, 
r’(A*) = z’(A)*, 4(x, A*(x)) = $(x, A(x))*, XEF, 
and is a (unital, faithful) QS process, representing ~2, if to: z& + CZZ and 
4(x): -g(x) + d(x) are (unital) Ir-endomorphisms (automorphisms) of the 
algebras CZZ and d(x) for almost all x E X’. 
Proqf: We look for the solution of Eq. (4.5) as for the representation 
l’(A) = J*A’J of a process A’ = r’(A), transforming the *-algebra ~2’. From 
the definition of I(X) and A(x, x) = A(x u x) we obtain 
I(X, A(x)) = J*&x)J, A(x) = P)(x, A(x)) = A”“‘(X), 
and A’(&(A)) = /il(J*@J) = J*N’(e)J, where t(x) = Z’(x)(x, L(x)), 
i(x) = l(x, A(x)). This gives Eq. (4.5) in the integral form as the represen- 
tation J*(A’ + N’(E))J= J*A’J of the equations 
r"(x, A(X))+ 1 P) (x, it\-? VT X\& 4x, x\x))) 
.K t 1' 
= r’(~, A(X)) + c T’(~” lx, h,,,k A(X))) = T’(x, A(X)), 
x E 1’ 
where 1,(,,(x) = h(x, x\x) for a XEX. Denoting I,(A) + A as $,(A), we 
obtain the recurrency (4.6) for t’(x) = t,(x), m = 1~~1, supposing the 
linearity of the maps 2’: 
%n(x)=~o(x)+ f (Tk- I(x)~$,,(x)-~k ,(x))=r,~l(x)o$,,(x). 
k=l 
This recurrency has the unique solution (4.7), which is linear as the com- 
position of the linear maps r” and $,, which proves the uniqueness of the 
solution z’ = r 0 r’ of Eq. (4.5). 
If the maps r”(x) and 4(x, x) = $,(,,(x u x) are pseudo-Hermitian, then 
the composition z’(x) is also pseudo-Hermitian, and if they satisfy the 
(unital) +-endomorphism (automorphism) property 
r’(A*A) = r’(A)* r’(A), Mx, A*A) = 40, A)* $(x, A) 
(r’(A-‘) = z’(A)-‘, t$(x,k-‘)=$(x,k)-‘) 
for x E X’, then the compositions (4.7) have obviously the same properties. 
580/102,'2-13 
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This proves the Hermiticity and (unital) homomorphism (isomorphism) 
property for the map 1’: A E & -+ J*r’(A)J. 
Let us denote by &‘c ~2 the *-subalgebra of relatively bounded 
operators A = j” A(X) & with A(X) = A(x’) @ l@(xcr), and by 33’ c .@ the 
corresponding algebra of operators B = B’@ lC, with B’ acting in gr. The 
adapted QS process I’ over & is defined by the condition l’(zZ’) G a’ for 
almost all t and corresponds to the adapted QS evolution 0’: 33 +S?‘, 
u’(S?‘) E @‘, described as o’(B) = z’(A) for B = J*AJ. 
COROLLARY 4. The QS process I’, defined by Eq. (4.6) is adapted if 
T~(.I&‘) c do and $(x, x) = $(x, x’(-‘)) @ i@(xcrcy,) for almost all x E X. 
In that case the QS evolution or is defined by adapted map 
a(x): J*z+)(x)J -+ J*&j”“(x)J; the transformed adapted process 
B’= o’(B’), with B’ having the derivative D(x) E J*dr(X’(~)J, satisfies the 
QS differential equation 
du’(B’) = u’[dA’(o(B’@ 1) + a(D) - B’@ l)]. (4.8) 
In particular, zf B’ = A @ 1 and a(x, A @ 1 @ 1) = cp(x, A) @ 1, 
cp(x, ~)E&(x), where a(x) is the algebra of d-valued triangular matrices 
A=[AE], Ag=O, ifp>v, AI =A=AI, then Eq. (4.8) has theform (4.1) 
in terms of j’(A) = u’(A @I), a:(x) = j’@) 0 n:(x), where 
j’(A) = z’(A) @ 1, W, A)=cp(x, A)- AOl(x), AE&. 
If the maps cpt(x) are locally LP-integrable in the sense 
where “A’$ = CfF SUPA_E.d ([I~(x, A)]I/IIAI]}P d-x)““, then the solution 
j’(A) = J*t (@lo.,,(A@ l))J exists as relatively bounded QS integral 
~‘(A)=A~,,,(~“o~~(A)&), lb(x) = “;;,vx? x,(x)) 
where k(x, 1) = ?~(x)@i@(x), i@(x) is the identity map for operators in 
8@‘(x) and T’(X) = r”@ i@(x). It has the estimate 
Ilj’(A)ll:; d ll~“ll exp 
{ 
ix, (II~:(x)ll + W~(~)l12+ ll~;(x,ll’Pr)dx} 
(4.10) 
for 5 ‘/5 - > essup,, X, II q:(x) )I, II A II < 1, and sufficientfy small E > 0. 
Indeed, the process z’(A’)= J*r’(A’)J is adapted iff t’(~, A)= 
z’(x’, A’)@ l@(xr,), as was proven in Corollary 2. But due to 
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t(x, A) = r(~, A(X)), it is possible only in the case A’(X) = A’(x’)@ l@(xcr) 
and t’(x) = z’(x’) 0 l@krr), which is equivalent to the corresponding 
conditions for r” and 4(x). If B’= J*A’J is an adapted process, 
A’(x)=A’(x~)O~~(X~~), then 
ii’@, 1) = A’(x u x) = A’(X)@ l(x), vr < t(x) 
B(x) = J*kcx)(x)J = B’(-‘)a l(x), VXEX 
and B(x) = u(x, B(x)) = @X’ 0 1 (x), where L?’ = u’( B’) for the transformed 
process u(x, B@ l(x)) = U’(~)(B)@ l( ) x evaluated in B = Brcx). This gives 
Eq. (4.4) for the adapted process b’ in the differential form (4.8) 
d~‘(B’)=dA~(u(a(B@l +D)- B@l))=o’[dA’(~(B)+o(D))], 
where fl(B)=a(B@l)-B@l and d/i’ou=u’od/l’ for the adapted 
evolution u’ due to the same arguments, as in Corollary 1. This equation, 
restricted on B’=A 07, has the integral form (4.1) due to D =0 where 
jf(A) = u’(A @ I), a(x) = uf(.‘)o b(x) because u(x) = u”‘)@ l(x). If fl= h 0 1, 
where h(x, A)E&(~), then it can be written as 
&y(A) = dA’(j(l(A)) =j’[dA’@(A)@ I)]. 
The solution jr(A ) = J*r’(A 0 1 @ ) J of this equation is defined by 
chronological composition (4.7) as 
where r”(x)=zo@i@(x) is an initial map, and cp(x,x)=cp(x)@i@(x). It 
can be described as j’(A ) = r( T’) by the operator-valued function 
m) = t°Cdx,, dx2, ...? 4$x,, A) ‘.’ ))I 0 1%[,)> 
t,<tdt,.,, corresponding in (4.2) to the decomposable T’ = t’(A @ 1 @ ) 
for a partition x=(x!) of the chain x=(x,, . . . . x,, . ..) ES? with 
cp(xt) = q:(x). Hence, the operator T’ is relatively bounded for A ES!, 
p= -,o 
II%dl d Iboll II4 n II~‘(x)ll = lItoIl II4 n i’(xt), 
YEX v-O,+ 
where cp’(x)=cp(x), if t(x) < t, otherwise cp’(x)=i(x), and [‘(xe)= 
n :(:$ ’ II~~(x)ll. This proves as in Corollary 3 the existence of the solution 
j’(A) = J*T’J= t(T’) of Eq. (4.1) as a relatively bounded operator 
B’= j’(A)EB for any AE~, having the estimate (4.10) for I[Ajl < 1 in 
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terms of licpf(x)ll = sup{ licp~(A)I]/IIAIl }, cp: = A; for ,U < v. It can be written 
in the form of the multiple QS integral (1.5) with respect to the operator 
function B(X) = L(x) 0 1 with 
L(x, A) = t”[;l(x,, qx,, . ..) j4x,, A), . ..))I =T”C~~(X, A)1 
for any partition utf:;;O xt = (x,, . . . . x,) E X where n(x;) = A:(x) on the 
single point table x = (xt), xt = x. 
The solution of the nonstationary Markov Langevian equation in the 
form of a multiple QS integral was obtained recently on the basis of the 
framework of the Ito QS calculus by Lindsay and Parthasarathy [15] for 
more restrictive conditions than (4.9) (finite dimensional and local 
bounded A{). 
Note that our estimate (4.10) is also applicable for the QS flaws with 
non-homomorphic maps cp(x) = h(x) + i(-x) into the generalized operators 
A;(x, A) + A 0 1 t(x), where 
ngx, A ): i%f 0 c?(x) + 2 0 K(x), 2+(x, A): 2 + 2 
P+(x,A):sf”X@Op(x), A,(x,A):24?@3&(x)+X 
are locally integrable in the sense (4.9) maps J.:(x): A E d H %z(x, A). 
The restriction to the classical Gaussian case gives the existence and 
uniqueness theorem for the Ito evolution equations in the white noise 
analysis approach [lS, 191. In the commutative cases the nonadapted Ito 
formula and noncausal differential equations were studied by Nualart and 
Pardoux in [ 17,203. 
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